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DOCUMENT NO. 32
GENEVA CONVENTION FOR THE AMELIORATION OF THE CONDITION OF THE WOUNDED OF THE ARMIES IN THE FIELD
(6July 1906)
SOURCES
35 Stat. 1885
1Bevans516
99BFSP968
1 AJIL Supp. 201
NOTE
This was the second of the series of humanitarian conventions drafted in
Geneva and known as the "Red Cross" Conventions. It superseded the 1864
Convention (DOCUMENT NO. 24) and was itself superseded by the 1929
Convention (DOCUMENT NO. 48) and then by the 1949 Convention
(DOCUMENT NO. 106).
EXTRACTS
ARTICLE 1.

Officers, soldiers, and other persons officially attached to armies, who are
sick or wounded, shall be respected and care for, without distinction of
nationality, by the belligerent in whose power they are.
A belligerent, however, when compelled to leave his wounded in the hands
of his adversary, shall leave with them, so far as military conditions permit, a
portion of the personnel and material of his sanitary service to assist in caring
for them.
ART.2.

'Subject to the care that must be taken of them under the preceding article,
the sick and wounded of an army who fall into the power of the other
belligerent become prisoners of war, and the general rules of international
law in respect to prisoners become applicable to them.
The belligerents remain free, however, to mutually agree upon such
clauses, by way of exception or favor, in relation to the wounded or sick as
they may deem proper. They shall especially have authority to agree:
1. To mutually return the sick and wounded left on the field of battle after
an engagement.
2. To send back to their own country the sick and wounded who have
recovered, or who are in a condition to be transported and whom they do not
desire to retain as prisoners.
3. To send the sick and wounded of the enemy to a neutral state, with the
consent of the latter and on condition that it shall charge itself with their
internment until the close of hostilities.
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ART.9.
The personnel charged exclusively with the removal, transportation, and
treatment of the sick and wounded, as well as with the administration of
sanitary formations and establishments, and the chaplains attached to
armies, shall be respected and protected under all circumstances. If they fall
into the hands of the enemy they shall not be considered as prisoners of war.
These provisions apply to sanitary formations and establishments in the
case provided for in section 2 of article 8.
ART.lO.
The personnel of volunteer aid societies, duly recognized and authorized by
their own governments, who are employed in the sanitary formations and
establishments of armies, are assimilated to the personnel contemplated in
the preceding article, upon condition that the said personnel shall be subject
to military laws and regulations.
Each state shall make known to the other, either in time of peace or at the
opening, or during the progress of hostilities, and.in any case before actual
employment, the names of the societies which it has authorized to render
assistance, under its responsibility, in the official sanitary service of its
armies.
ART.ll.
A recognized society of a neutral state can only lend the services of its
sanitary personnel and formations to a belligerent with the prior consent of
its own government and the authority of such belligerent. The belligerent
who has accepted such assistance is required to notify the enemy before
making any use thereof.
ART.12.
Persons described in articles 9, 10, and 11 will continue in the exercise of
their functions, under the direction of the enemy, after they have fallen into
his power.
When their assistance is no longer indispensable they will be sent back to
their army or country, within such period and by such route as may accord
with militaty necessity. They will carry with them such effects, instruments,
arms, and horses as are their private property.
ART.28.
In the event of their military penal laws being insufficient, the signatory
governments also engage to take, or to recommend to their legislatures, the
necessary measures to repress, in time of war, individual acts of robbery and
ill treatment of the sick and wounded of the armies, as well as to punish, as
usurpations of military insignia, the wrongful use of the flag and brassard of
the Red Cross by military persons or private individuals not protected by the
present convention.
• They will communicate to each other through the Swiss Federal Council
the measures taken with a view to such repression, not later than five years
from the ratification of the present convention.

